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The complete CHATTERBOX INDEX is now available at smsc.org.au

Annual General Meeting of SMSC will be held on
Sunday, 4 August 2019 at 6:30pm
at Wests Ashfield, 115 Liverpool Rd, Ashfield

The

unless otherwise notified.
You can pay your annual membership fee (due 1st July) if you wish,
Raffle tickets (to be drawn at the Expo) for wonderful model prizes will also
be available.
The AGM will be followed by a “Trash & Treasure” sale of items that are
surplus to Members’ needs and time permitting there will also be a S&T after that, so Members and visitors may wish to bring along projects for display and discussion.
At the AGM all positions on the Executive will become vacant. Applications will be by volunteering for a position. Every Member should consider joining the Executive in one of the following positions:
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Committee Members

ENDEAVOUR GROUP

The next meeting of the Endeavour Group will be at the home of
Richard Keyes on Sunday, 7 July 2019, from 10:00am to
12:00pm at 5 Clement Street, Enfield (aka South Strathfield)
There will be 22 ship and 4 Japanese temple models on display, and over
100 give-away nautical and ship modelling books as well as modelling stuff
will be available to those attending.
The next S&T meeting of the Endeavour Group after that will be on Saturday
2nd November 2019 at the home of Fay and Stan Brown at 1 Dell Place,
Georges Hall.
THERE WILL BE NO ENDEAVOUR GROUP S&T IN SEPTEMBER TO ALLOW
MEMBERS TO CONCENTRATE ON OUR EXPO AND THE OTHER SHOWS
AND EXPOS AT THAT TIME AS DETAILED INSIDE.

Please address all correspondence to SMSC and/or any members of the Executive Committee to the Secretary at <secretary@smsc.org.au>
Please forward all mail and contributions to CHATTERBOX to the Editors, Tom
Wolf at <tom@aces.net.au> or Mike Kelly at <mikelly118@gmail.com>

EDITORS’ BLOG

COMMUNITY BUILD GROUP?

We are aware that some other Clubs have started groups with the idea of participants
building the same kit and thus sharing techniques, ideas, problems and solutions.
The Group would meet once a month, with discussions as to how the models have progressed. If there is sufficient interest, we could approach either a hobby shop/ retailer to see if
we could get a number of the same models at some discount as the project to be built by the
Group. The Group could be expanded to include non-Members and novices to try to promote
the hob-by.
Although the members of the Club are quite spread out around Sydney, we would also have to
look for a relatively central location and decide which day/weekend/night would be most suitable. If anyone is interested, please drop an email to the Secretary and we’ll discuss it either at
the EXPO or the Club meeting in October.

CLUB S&T and ENDEAVOUR GROUP MEETINGS

Apart from what is reported in Chatterbox, at the actual meetings lots of other modelling issues
are discussed by members and all who attend have lots of great fun.
All who attend are given an opportunity to raise issues and seek advice (even if they don’t
bring along an actual project to discuss), and many solutions are found from experienced modellers who attend these meetings.
Again, everybody is encouraged to come along for a very entertaining and learning experience.

Cheers
Tom and Mike

ANTARCTIC ICEBREAKER

Sketch by Michael Bennett
Michael and Anelia Bennett went to Hobart for an architectural convention and found
the Antarctic supply ship Aurora Australis docked, so on 1st April 2019 Michael
made a sketch of it.
Icebreakers do not cut through the
ice like a knife. The bulbous bow allows the nose of the ship to rise
above the ice, and its weight crushes
the ice allowing the ship to move
through.
The sawtooth edge of the sliding gate
pre-vented Michael from walking further up the wharf.
The Aurora Australis is coming to
the end of its life, it is due to be replaced by the new state-of-the-art
icebreaker, RSV Nuyina which is due
to arrive in its home port of Hobart in
mid-2020 to begin its Antarctic service in the 2020/21 summer season.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS IN 2019
SMSC EXPO’19
24-25 August 2019

at Georges River 16ft Sailing
Club, Sanoni Ave, Sandringham
Along with all our members, members of
fellow modelling Clubs and independent
entries are invited to exhibit items of
maritime interest.

Contact Michael Bennett on 0411 545 770 or by email
<mjbennett@ozemail.com.au>

SYDNEY SCALE MODEL EXPO’19
7 September 2019 at St. Marys RSL Club.

Members are invited to attend the Sydney Scale Model Show
(open to everyone for a nominal entry fee). Please contact:
<sydneyscalemodelshow.net> or <sydneyscalemodelshow@gmail.com>

CANBERRA EXPO’19

will be held on 21-22 September 2019 at the Mount
Rogers School. For more information please contact:
Peter Hateley 0401 670 829(m) or by email to
<hpeter@webone.com.au> or contact Bob Evans 6226 8957, or by email
to <rjeaevans@bigpond.com>.

SYDNEY ANTIQUE MACHINERY SHOW

Clarendon Road, Richmond on 21-22 September 2019

As we are so strongly supported by our friends from Canberra, due to
clash of dates, we encourage our Members to attend the Canberra EXPO
even if they do not exhibit. For those not wishing to go to Canberra, this
exhibition is a little closer to home, we have space reserved for a Club
display to be set up and we would be pleased to see you there.
This year the centre of the pavilion will be devoted to a display of racing
cars of all types which will bring many more people to the pavilion
(which will be fully secured at night so it is safe to leave models there
overnight). For those preferring not to be there both days, it is quite OK
to attend and display for just either one of the days.
As space is limited it is vital that you notify your intention to attend and
what models you would like to display, so please contact:
Alan Bideleux <abideleux@gmail.com>.
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Endeavour Group S&T on 19 May
2019 at The Henry Club, Werrington

Photos and report by Mike Kelly and Tom Wolf
Prior to the event, publicity was received in the April 25, 2019 issue of the Nepean
News, and the following day, on 26 April, an identically worded article appeared in the Western
News. We thank the editors and publishers for their support of this event.

We also thank the management and staff of The Henry Club who made us all very welcome
and extended the facilities of the Club to our members.
Last but not least we thank Alan Bideleux who hosted and organised this very successful
event, a completely new concept for the Endeavour Group S&T’s.
14 members and spouses attended the Henry Club in the western outskirts of Sydney and they
brought along a large number of models to exhibit to the patrons and visitors to the Club. This
mini-Expo concept is likely to have proven to be a success and membership enquiries were made by some of
the visitors who attended. The S&T was also a success
with a variety of projects on display and under discussion.
Ralph Hannaford was first to show his Corel model of
the “Endeavour” (photo right), He discussed how some
of the parts supplied with the kit were a different scale,
so he has made several parts and fittings from scratch.
He then demonstrated a jig that he had made to rig the
ratlines.
Club members gave John Beazley some advice on planking. John has
chosen the “Palamos”, a double planked fishing boat by OcCre, as is his
second model project. John is yet again using this model as a learning
experience and he indicated that he had problems with shaping the plywood for the top of the hull, and
he has finished the inside layer of
this double planked model. He
was concerned about the rough
finish of the first planking which
almost had the features of a clinker hull, but John was advised
cont. p. 5
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cont. from p. 4
not to be too critical with the first layer as there is 2mm of wood to sand smooth so as to accommodate the second plank. Members also told John how to sand the edges of the frames
so the planking will follow the lines of the model. John has filled the gaps with filler, which will
not show when second layer of planking is fitted.
Ed Fong is going ahead in leaps and bounds with
his Corel “Endeavour”, it is certainly far more advanced from when he first displayed it a few
months ago. He is also having a few problems with
missing and different scale fixtures and fittings, resorting to making his own.
Ed explained
that he made parts of the stern art from resin set into
adapted cake decorations moulds he bought from eBay,
this looks quite good.
Members discussed that kit manufacturers made kits to
sell, and were not particularly bothered with accuracy of
scale or design. The stern of four different kits and the
stern of the replica Endeavour (berthed at Darling Harbour) are all different in design. It was also explained that
the reason the channels often looked over-scale is to keep
the shrouds and ratlines from touching the side of the
model.
Janos Nemeth displayed the American ship
“Oliver Cromwell” one of many ships by that
name launched in the Americas, Janos is uncertain of the precise background of this ship save
that it is the one involved with HMS Beaver
when it was captured by the British in what has
come to be known as “Beaver’s Prize”

The lower half of the hull is left unplanked in the style of an Admiralty model showing the fine
detail Janos has created on the ribs or frames of the model.
Janos explained that for the ratlines tied onto the
shrouds he has tied the rigging with a cow hitch on
the outsides of the shrouds and a clove hitch on the
inside shrouds. The knots are tied with the aid of
tweezers which helps Janos in applying just the right
pressure to keep the ratlines consistently tight.
Cow hitch
Clove hitch
Steady as she goes is the order of the day for Mike Barton’s model of “Duyfken”. He is happy
with the progress he is making. Mike explained he is now ready to paint the model and hopes
to finish by the end of the year. Mike did explain that there are a number of small timbers on
this model that are prone to breaking and need to be replaced when broken
cont. p. 6
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cont. from p. 5
Tom Wolf has resumed work on “HMT
Dunera”, a model
that is being made for
presentation to the
Dunera Association.
Tom gave an interesting talk on the history of the Dunera
and is particular interest in the ship as his late father-in law
actually came to Australia on the Dunera in 1940 as a prisoner enemy alien. This ship is also famous (apart from the
voyage involving these prisoners) as being part of the
“Queen Mary convoy” in early 1940 which took the Australian and New Zealand army troops
to the Middle East, troops that were to achieve their own fame at Tobruk and El Alemein.
Members are often frightened off building from plans as
they have difficulties visualising how those various elevations and sheer plans work. Tom Wolf demonstrated a
model hull made by Leon Griffiths which can be taken
apart so as to visually demonstrate what such plans depict
and how it all works. Tom likened the model to slices of
bread and butter and the method of constructing a hull is
known as the “bread and butter” method.
The club gave a warm welcome to a distinguished visitor, The
Hon. Peter Collins AM QC. Peter brought along some
1:1200 scale waterline warship models by sculptor Robert
Klippel, and he talked about the working relationship between
marine artist John Alcott and Robert Klippel and how Robert
Klippel made model ships for the navy for recognition purposes. On discussing a 1:1200 scale model of HMS Royal Sovereign made by club member Michael Bennett, Peter produced a scrap book of photographs with pictures of his father
on Royal Sovereign. Peter then graciously extended an invitation to the Club to hold an Endeavour group meeting at his
historic home, Werrington House.

A lady visitor brought along a
captain’s roll top desk that she
was interested in selling. After
some research it appears the
desk is a circa 1820’s Camphor Wood Tambour Sea
Captain’s Campaign Roll Top
Desk. By pulling the drawer out
the roll top opens and a close
inspection reveals a secret
compartment.

cont. p. 7
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cont. from p.6
After lunch there was a demonstration of hot silicone moulding techniques by Tom Wolf.
Tom explained that he used a
2-pack product that he purchases from Barnes Products
P/L (barnes.com.au). It is a red
-brown product M4470/T37, a
High Temp Condensation Cure
mixed by weight ratio of 100:3.

Tom explained how he made the mixture which was then
poured (after a release agent was sprayed about the box)
to a height which would accommodate the item to be replicated, the item was then sprayed with release agent and
then suspended into the liquid.
After 24 hours the “bottom mould” had cured, he then
made 2 registering marks into that mould as well as cutting out an allowance for the pouring lip, then another mixture was made up, release agent applied to the “bottom
mould” with the item still imbedded in that half, the “top
mould” was then poured into the box to amply cover the
item and it was allowed to cure for a further 24 hours.
The 2 halves of the mould can then be taken apart (this
may take a little persuasion) and the item can be released from its mould. The pouring lip is then completed
and you need to make sure that the liquid metal when
poured into the mould is connected to the area to be
filled with metal.
For the metal Tom uses an antimony mix which he purchased as ingots many years ago which contains no
lead as that is highly dangerous (and internationally
banned and illegal). Antimony is also known as pewter,
Janos suggested one cheap source of the metal is an
Op-Shop in the form of a beer tankard which is relatively
cheap to buy, it was also suggested that 50/50 solder by
the stick is a suitable alternative.
The rest is simple, melt some metal and pour it into the
mould and tap it a few times on the bench to get rid of air
bubbles, make sure that you don’t burn yourself or damage your surrounding area whilst you are doing this.
MAKE SURE YOU DON’T MELT METAL EXCEPT IN A
WELL VENTILATED AREA AND AVOID BREATHING
IN THE FUMES AS BEST AS YOU CAN!

Tom explained how, for some projects, you may need to make a mould
from more than 2 parts and demonstrated how he worked with the figurehead for his HMS Leopard where a
third mould was needed to groove the
back of the figurehead to receive the
keel.
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EDITOR’S COMMENT: AS AN AFTERTHOUGHT

The evidence of the success of the mini-Expo event is expressed in the article published in
the Nepean News in their 23 May.2019 issue.

This positive report from this local newspaper reflects the mood of the exhibitors and all members who attended, and whilst return to this same venue in the near future (later this year) is
likely to be out of the question, the Club Committee will review and give consideration to holding further events such as this at some time in the future.
In light of the gracious invitation by Peter Collins to hold an Endeavour Group S&T at historic
Werrington House, the Committee will also need to give serious consideration to that venue at
some time next year.
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Club Meeting S&T on 2 June, 2019 at
Wests Ashfield

Photos by Sandy Wolf, report by Tom Wolf
Maybe it was the sudden chilly onset of winter
and the resultant bouts of cold and flu, or some other
reason like overseas travel, but there was a very small
turnout of 7 members and 2 spouses that attended this
S&T. On the night, some excellent books went up for
sale, and great interest was expressed by those attending but no sales were made.
Mike Barton was first to present, and he informed us of his purchases of
very fine bristle brushes, one 20/0 round and another 12/0 flat brushes
purchased for $5 each from “Riot”. This art supply chain of shops is located
throughout the Sydney metropolitan area.
Mike plans to use these brushed for his fine art painting on “Duyfken”.
Next, Malcolm Amour brought along a
paper model, scaled 1:200, of
“Solferino”, a French ironclad warship
launched in 1861.
This model was made in the Ukraine
and purchased from a supplier from Poland.
Malcolm is impressed with the items
provided in the kit and has supplemented the basic kit with “optional extras”
available for it, including sails and lots of
photoetched gear. The eastern Europeans make excellent paper kits.
We look forward to seeing the progress
on this model.
Mike Kelly brought along some handy storage containers, one of which can be easily
and cheaply adapted to become a display
box.
The box contained a waterline ship to
demonstrate its use, and a chance question
as to the identity of the model disclosed that
it was the “Arandora Star” which sank tragically with very heavy loss of life after being
torpedoed in June 1940 by a German submarine.
At the time she was transporting Italian and
German civilians who were feared to be a
danger to Britain, although the vast majority
were anti-Nazis, but with the war hysteria
then prevailing were being sent to Canada.
A very interesting story that will likely be made into an
article for a future issue of Chatterbox.
Those attending this very short meeting were rewarded
by getting together for an enjoyable dinner at the Wests
Club.
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SHIPBUILDERS HERITAGE WALK ‘19

Photo Alan Bideleux, report by Mike Barton
This event (formerly called the “4
Villages Walk”) was co-ordinated
by our member Peter Rea on behalf of the
Rotary Club of Kincumber. It was held on
Sunday May 5, and comprised of a walk of
3.3km in the Brisbane Waters region starting from Kincumber and passing through
Yattalunga and Saratoga, and finally finishing at Davistown.
The Brisbane Waters region has a heritage in Australian shipbuilding history commencing in the 1820’s, during the next 125
years over 500 registered vessels were
constructed in this area.
This is the second year that SMSC members have supported in the event. A small band of members (Alan Bideleux, Harry Goedings,
Trevor Duxbury and Mike Barton) put on a display of maritime craft and promoted the club to
the public as they paused at our marquee tent during the walk.
The day started at 9.00am and up till about 1.30pm the weather was pleasant and perfect for
the walk. Because it is over level and mostly paved ground, the walk is very family friendly and
quite a lot of the participants seemed to be grandparents with their grandchildren.
As is the case with most of these events, it is very easy to talk to the public as they pause and
show interest in the models. Compared to last year, there seemed to be an increase of numbers in visitors passing through, this may have been due to extra advertising through radio
and local newspapers this time around.
These informal exhibition days are fun for the members who attend as they get a good chance
to catch up with each other. In fact, this was the first time the rest of the members had the opportunity to meet Trevor Duxbury (who is an associate member and doesn’t live in Sydney, so
he doesn’t attend our S&T meetings) and it was good to put a face to a name and hear about
his modelling exploits.
Early in the afternoon we started experiencing a few light showers, and by 1.30pm the rain became heavier and seemed more set in, it was time to call it a day especially as the public did
the same.
This event will again be held next year and is a recommended event for all members to participate with their family and friends.
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“PERSEVERANCE” PROGRESS REPORT

John Beazley has completed his “Perseverance” and has sent us the photos of the completed project. John reports that it was a very pleasant and interesting experi-ence starting from scratch (knowledge wise). He relied heavily on the kit to do the build but he
found that whilst the overall content was well done there were far too many mis-takes and omissions in the instructions.
Thankfully he was able to get guidance and help
from SMSC members which was much appreciated, without their help John feels that he would
have struggled. By the time he finished, he had
travelled a rather steep learning curve.
John is sure the members will notice the shortcomings of the model, some errors he correct-ed,
and some he left as a reminder to not do the same
thing next time.
John has already purchased his next model, this
time with a lot less rigging (not that he found it too
hard but he’s not sure he is a great fan of it either).
By the time he finish the next model John will be in
a better position to decide which types of models
he prefers, and has the “Danmark” or the “Gorch
Fock” squarely in his sights but at the moment he thinks his lack of skill is preventing him going for
it.

Ed’s comment: If enthusiasm is any guide, John’s next model will be a real BEAUTY!
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“TOP HAT 25” - PROJECT REPORT

Our member Dach Hall lives in an age care facility, and one of the ladies who lives
there was heard constantly talking to her friends about a beloved sailboat called
“Agadio” that she used to sail on Sydney Harbour with her late husband.
The sailboat was a “Top Hat 25”, which was an English designed yachts made in
Australia from 1964 to 1986. They were made of
hand laid up Glass-reinforced plastic hull and the
hull was formed in two halves. On completion the
two side moulds were bolted together and
chopped strand mat and resin was applied to join
the halves together. Whilst still in the mould the
plywood bulkheads and stringers were fitted and
laminated in place.

Dach decided (with Tom Wolf’s help) to
make a model for his friend and plans were
obtained by searching the internet, these
plans were limited but sufficient to build a
1:25 scale half model.
The model was built as a plank-on-frame
half model and completed by the end of April 2019.
Tom Wolf carved the name plate, Dach made the timber box with a perspex cover.
The completed model was truly appreciated as a true memento of her many years sailing Sydney Harbour with her late husband and her children by Dach’s friend.
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The following article sets out criteria that we, at SMSC,
do not apply as we have no judging in a real sense at our
EXPO’s. The pitfalls listed however may be used by our
Members to improve their models and the standards of
their modelling.

“Why worry about model contest judging, if you don’t ever expect to compete”?
The answer to that question lies in that, if modellers can avoid things judges deduct
points on, they will be able to build better models and gain more pleasure doing so.
That proposition speaks for itself.
SMSC has, over the years, developed a relationship with other Clubs from all over the world.
In particular, we regularly receive newsletters from the Midwest Model Shipwrights (USA)
called the “Forecastle Report “ and by arrangement and their kind permission acknowledging
the source and the authors, we reprint the following article from their February 2016 issue.

JUDGING MODEL CONTESTS

by Bob Filipowski, Kurt Van Dahm & Doc Williams

A list of the Best Assets a modeller can possess include:
- Knowledge of what you are building
- Preparation think-through
- Your trash can!
In the Wisconsin Maritime Museum’s Model Ships & Boats Contest, the judging categories
(points) are:
- Historical Account (10)
- Construction Account (10)
- Historical Accuracy (10)
- Construction Value (50)
- Overall Appeal (20)
Drilling down into these categories, all the fine details on how to accomplish these tasks and a
few examples of the good and the bad along the way are as follows:

Historical Account





Details the particular vessel or type
Notes the “date” the model represents
Lists research sources
Lists anomalies, odd/special features

Construction Account Paper





Tells how you built the model
Highlights new or special techniques
Lists unusual materials
Notes problems encountered along the way

Historical Accuracy




Is the model correct for the era/date?
Is it correct for the type?
Does it adhere to reference sources?
cont. p. 14
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cont. from p. 13

Construction Value




Rates how well the model is built
Looks at all phases of construction
Joinery, hull, rigging, paint, etc.

Overall Appeal



Scores the visual “look” of the model
Rates the model and mount as a whole

Scale Appearance—Common Problems:









Wood type
Canons
Treenails
Sails
Rigging
Paint job
Fittings
Figures

Hull & Deck—Common Problems:
















Hull twisted
Sides not symmetrical
Bumps & hollows (not “fair”) Improper planking
Keel not straight
Fasteners too big, wrong material
Fasteners too few
Fasteners out of line
Improper plank butts
No deck crown
Hull planks not “fair”, flush
Inappropriate plank widths, lengths
Plank seams not uniform
Lift joints visible (solid hull)
Wrong coppering pattern
“In-line” stuff not aligned

Wood & Plastic—Common Problems:









Open joints
Poor fit between parts
Glue “blobs”
Inappropriate wood selection: poor grain size or pattern
Visible sanding scratches, dents, etc.
Visible mould flaws (plastic & metal)
Seams/joints not filled
Visible filler

cont. p. 15
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cont. from p. 14

Spars—Common Problems:







Masts out of line
Wrong or unequal rake
Masts, yards bent
Yards crooked or out of line
Masts, yards too heavy
Spars not tapered

Rigging—Common Problems:















Wrong size line
Fuzzy line
Big knots
Wrong colours
Square “Italian” blocks
Wrong era
Belaying, cleating wrong
Not enough line in coils
Ratlines too far apart, uneven
Lines adrift
Deadeyes and blocks upside-down; deadeyes not aligned
Irish pennants (a loose or untidy end of a line)
Oversized or rough seizings
Knots instead of real or simulated splices

Sails—Common Problems:













Cloth too thick
Seams too big
Weave in cloth too visible
Wrong panel size
Stitches too far apart
Hems, edging too big, too bulky
Wrong colour
Missing items (i.e. reef points, etc.)
Poor “set”
Bulky appearance
Attachments to spars wrong
Seams not aligned side to side

Paint & Finish—Common Problems:












Brush marks
Too Glossy
Wrong colours (too bright)
Gloss variations
Visible glue spots
Wavy” water lines
Ragged colour demarcations
Overdone weathering
Decals silvered, out of line
Paint too thick; fillets
Paint too thick; detail obscured

cont. p. 16
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cont. from p. 15

Metalwork—Common Problems:








Obvious file, machining marks
Burrs & ragged edges
Too thick or out of scale
Wrong colour
Wrong gloss, surface finish
PE sprue nubs not removed
Parts bent, distorted

Overall Appeal:



Scores the visual “look” of the
Rates the model & mount as a whole, not its individual attributes

Presentation, Appearance:








Fingerprints on the case or model
Poor case construction (if it’s a traveling case only, note this in the construction paper)
Model dusty, dirty
Mounted crooked
Mount “inappropriate”
Parts broken, adrift
Plaques, “add-ons” detract from model

Check off all these points on your way to completing your next model and you’ll have a winner
for sure!

Accept the fact that a more detailed model offers a greater potential for errors!

HINTS: DEADEYE SPACER

This is an article from an old SMA Newsletter of July 1980 by old time member
Dick Roos showing his suggestion on how to prepare a deadeye spacers jig to
make it easier to get those deadeyes lined up correctly when installing them. The upper
shroud shown on the drawing below can be held with an electrical clip until installed.
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PROGRESS REPORT
Welcome back, David

It has been a long while since we’ve heard from
David Lendrum and his building of the model
of HMS Surprise.
David now reports that the rigging has started in earnest and the standing rigging to the bowsprit, jib, foremast, mainmast and mizzen mast are progressing. The
lower mast sections ratlines have been a bit of a chore,
that was a LOT of clove hitches! Hopefully the standing
rigging to the topmasts and topgallant masts will be a
bit quicker.
We look forward to seeing this model finished
as we know how much effort (and man-hours)
have been put into it! A beautiful job!
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WORKING WHEEL AND RUDDER
In issue #43 we published photos of the ship’s wheel and
rudder system that Janos Nemeth installed on his “Oliver
Cromwell”. We reprint those photos together with a couple
of sketch diagrams that we believe are self-explanatory, whether you
have a ship’s wheel and rudder system on the top deck (like
“Endeavour” and “Oliver Cromwell”) or below decks (like “Victory”).
We believe that the sketches are archival material from Model Shipwrights Association (USA).
The only additional observation I can make is, having tried to make it
work, that it only works well if you make a functioning block (with a
pulley wheel like Janos did) otherwise friction is too efficient and, although the ship’s wheel and rudder will work if you manipulate the rudder, it will not work smoothly and well by just rotating the ship’s wheel.
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Report by Tom Wolf

RESTORED ENDEAVOUR MODEL
PROJECT
What
happens
when a favourite
model is left outside to the elements (and probably the local
cats)? That question is answered
by looking at the photos of the
model of the Endeavour brought
to the Waverley Community
Men’s Shed on behalf of Mr
Steinberg, its owner.
The model was a gift to Mr Steinberg about 25 years ago by his
Russian friends wishing to celebrate his 50th birthday, at that
time Mr Steinberg had business
interests in Vladivostok which
have since ceased.

Restoration, photos and report by Tom Wolf

As one would expect with that history, the model became
his favourite but he had no space in his apartment to store it
and it ended up on the verandah. The pictures speak for
themselves.
The model was a decorative model, not to scale, but due to
its sentimental value the owner wanted it restored.
The first thing to do was to strip the model back to the bare
hull, clean it completely and lay fresh decking.

cont. p. 20
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cont. from p. 19
The restoration provided the opportunity to clean (and in some
cases replace) the timbers, such as rails, masts and spars and
to rig the model with appropriate blocks and deadeyes to make
the model more realistic than just a bare decorative model.
New masts and total re-rigging was necessary, new sails were
cut, sewn, and installed as furled, but it must be confessed that
it couldn’t be entered for competitive judging.
The restored model (after about 9 months of part-time restoration work) looks like this.

A close inspection of the photos will show that
for the sake of authenticity the spelling mistake by th modelmaker of this wonderful ship’s
name as “Endevour” was perpetuated, but then one would expect that English spelling was
not this Russian modelmaker’s forte.
Mr Steinberg was delighted with the project and has assisted the Waverley Community Men’s
Shed with a most generous donation.

JUST A LITTLE HINT:
Rigging thread

“DMC” brand thread has proven to
be excellent for rigging ship models.
According to our friend Bob Filipowski from the
Midwest Model Shipwrights (USA), DMC takes
stain very well and he favours using “Minwax”
Provincial.
Other tints in common use are Early American
(a little more reddish) and Jacobean (brown/
black) for “tarred” rigging (or such other stains
as may be available in Australia).
This product produces excellent results when
used on a rope walk, but for those lacking that
resource, the sizes available will give you a nice
variety of rigging sizes right off the spool.
In Australia (or at least in Sydney) this thread
can be found at “Spotlight” and most shops that carry tapestry threads.
Alternatively (and a cheaper option), it is available at a reasonable price on the internet.
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JUST A LITTLE HINT:
Customised (cheap) clamps

Report by Tom Wolf
Very often we could use a special gadget to make the job easier, but don’t think
about making one. Bob Filipowski of the Midwest Modellers Club (USA) thinks outside the
square, his lateral thinking comes up with some fantastic gadgets. One of Bob’s great techniques is the use of these custom clamps to hold the wale tight to the hull while gluing. Note
the offset tabs he has glued to the tips of the clothespins in order to grip the bottom of the wale
and help hold it up in position without slipping down. Neat solution to the problem!

Mast Hoops

Finger Plane

While preparing this report, we recalled an article about wooden spring clothes pegs that
were shaped in various ways to satisfy particular clamping requirements, the article was
compiled from material in an out-of-print book
by Richard Roos titled “Keys to Successful Ship
Modelling”.
Using such cheap and available household
goods is yet another example of lateral thinking
and of necessity being the mother of invention.
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HMS DARTMOUTH (1655)

Report by Tom Wolf
This photo, sent to
me by a friend visiting Northern Ireland, raised some interest.
Why is a detailed model of a
British ship displayed in a museum in Northern Ireland?
The photo is of a model of
HMS Dartmouth located at
the Tower Museum in Londonderry (or Derry) and epitomises the tragic struggle between
Catholics
and
Protestants which has been
ongoing for centuries.
HMS Dartmouth was a 22gun ship launched in 1655.
She was converted to a fireship in 1688, and rebuilt as a
fifth rate in 1689. She was
wrecked in the Sound of Mull
in 1690. During her life she saw much active service, firstly during the Second Anglo-Dutch
War and then action against the Barbary Pirates based in Tripoli and Algiers.
Subsequently, and most significantly for the city of Londonderry (or Derry), during the Williamite-Jacobite wars, on 1 May 1689 and by now mounting 36 guns, she took part in the Battle of Bantry Bay, in which a fleet of 24 French war ships, covering the landing of equipment for
Irish Jacobite forces in the south-west of Ireland fought 19 English war ships. The French had
the better of the battle, badly damaging the English ships, but failed to press their advantage.
Later in that same year, she participated in the relief of the Siege of Derry. The town of Londonderry (or Derry) in Northern Ireland was at that time besieged by supporters of the Catholic
King James II and defended by local Protestants supporting King William. The town lies on the
River Foyle near its mouth on Lough Foyle and can be reached by ship.
In May and June 1689, HMS Dartmouth escorted a convoy from England that brought a relief
force destined for Derry. On 17 May 1689 the convoy sailed from Liverpool with 24 transport
ships, escorted by 3 men-of-war including HMS Dartmouth. The fleet carried 4 battalions
(about 2000 men). It arrived early in June in Lough Foyle off Derry. As the access to Derry
from Lough Foyle by the river was defended by shore batteries and blocked by a boom across
the river, they did not immediately succeed in efforts to approach the town through the river,
but a desperate last-minute attempt did succeed on the 28 July. HMS Dartmouth engaged the
shore batteries, while the armed merchant ship Mountjoy rammed and breached the boom.
The Mountjoy and another armed
merchant ship, the Phoenix,
forced their way past the defences to Derry, relieving the siege.
On 9 October 1690, during operations on the west coast of Scotland against Jacobite rebels, she
encountered a heavy storm and
anchored to ride out the poor
weather, but her anchor cables
ported, and she was driven onto
rocks and wrecked, with the loss
of most of her crew.
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COLOUR SCHEME OF FIGUREHEADS

Article by Tom Wolf
For centuries ships were identified by bow decorations, figureheads and gilded
carvings, they acted both as a talisman and as a sign of pride in the ship.
It was common for all naval vessels to feature figureheads at the stem, representing
the ship’s spirit or character, often its name.
However, the extravagance of these decorations began to reach the point of flamboyance, and
an Admiralty directive in the early 18th century restricted the amount that could be spent, and
eventually banned it outright.
Research by Michael Bennett in fact indicates that HMS Sirius had some form of bow decoration on its bow and not a figurehead, but there is no record of what it was (and it was washed
off in a storm so even if the wreck of the ship is found we will never know what it was. It may
have been scrollwork or a crest but we’ll never know).

Between the mid-eighteenth century and 1900 almost all the figureheads on British warships
were carved in the likeness of an individual man, woman, beast or bird, each of which was intended to represented the name of the ship.
Of those that have survived, the vast majority are painted in full colour, suggesting that this
was how they were painted when in service with the fleet, but it is generally accepted that between 1727 and 1900, both white figureheads and those painted in colour were to be seen
throughout the fleet and that more than half were painted white than in colour. This was a
practical approach to the situation, as with the interaction of Sun, salt and sea they did not
need to be constantly repainted.
Merchant ships did continue to feature figureheads but as wooden hulls were replaced by metal, the figureheads on the stem became mostly impractical and use of figureheads was generally discontinued.

JUST A LITTLE HINT:
SETTING BILLOWING SAILS

The question of billowing sails and how to set them has been covered in other articles in Chatterbox in the past and there are many hints of how to achieve it. The following is a hint to supplement those earlier hints but may be of use to our readers:
White glues like polyvinyl acetates (or PVAs) are water-soluble glues that you can dilute with a
bit of water to create a thin and even coating. The “set” of the sails can be achieved by dipping
the sails in a solution of diluted white glue (the mixture is up to you, try experimenting).
Alternatively you may be able to purchase pre-diluted white glue from doll house stores (they
sell it for setting the dolls dresses).
After wetting the entire sail, set it in front of a fan until dry. If it has not set to your satisfaction,
do it again, if you don’t like the shape you can wash out the glue in clean water.
The sails are set on their spars and “rigged” prior to installing on the model).
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DECK PLANKING A MODERN SHIP
While walking around the boat deck on a recent cruise on the P&O cruise ship Pacific Explorer, I noticed the practical way in which planking is
laid around obstructions.
The ship was built by Italian company Ficantieri in
1997 and was launched as Dawn Princess before being renamed the Pacific Explorer. Three times around
the boat deck is equivalent to 1.5 kilometres, so the
plaque says, as well as instructing passengers to run
and walk anti-clockwise between 9 am and 9 pm.

Report by Mike Kelly

I started to look at the decking and
how it was laid, taking photos as I
walked around the planked boat deck.
It must have looked strange to other
passengers when I got down on my
hands and knees to measure the
planking with the only thing I had at
hand, my “iPhone 6S”.
The following photos are of the decking and how objects like bulwark supports and pipes have been planked
around, there does not seem to be a
standard way of planking around obstructions such as pipes, drains and
Port side looking forward. Starboard side looking aft . stanchions.

The deck planks are laid 3 butt shift and were
roughly one iPhone wide by thirteen times
long (or 80mm by 2000mm).

The method of fixing the decking to the metal
floor is shown, with the wood plug cover (and
without it).
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